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Abstract 

 

Social networking websites play an essential role in connecting with people in today’s world and the images shared among the 

people have increased tremendously. The main problem arises in dealing with privacy policies for such enormous volume of user 

images. To overcome this issue, Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction model is developed which predicts the privacy policies to 

each uploaded images. A3P model is a two level framework comprising of A3P Core and A3P Social. The uploaded images are 

provided with the best privacy policy by analyzing the image content, social content, metadata and user history. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world, social networking websites are one among the most trendy communication medium for online interaction 

medium. Sharing and publicizing user information substantially are one of the major features of social networking websites. 

Users post are able to post and share a variety of data using social networking websites. There is a continuous sharing of 

enormous data including images, text messages, audio files, videos, etc every day. According to a study made by Facebook, 

generally an user generates an average of 90 content pieces per month, therefore the contents shared every month are greater than 

30 billion which includes messages, photos, web links, blog posts, news stories, etc. Images are the major part of the contents 

shared by the users using social networking websites. The images are shared by the users in two ways either they are shared 

among an existing group of people or friends known to the user using Facebook, Flickr, Google+, Picasa, etc or they are shared 

with public people outside their friends list and social circles in order discover new people, know the interest and communicate 

socially. For this reason, it is highly necessary to maintain efficient privacy settings to protect those shared images because 

loaded images reveals sensitive information.  

Consider an example where a photo of student’s farewell party 2015. It can be shared using any of the commonly used content 

sharing websites like facebook, Google+ or Flickr. But generally in such content sharing websites, each user has their own friend 

lists, social circles or groups. The user’s friends, family members, colleagues, etc who connect with the user socially all belong 

to such friend lists, circles and groups in a combined manner without any differentiation. Thus is highly difficult when the 

graduation photo is to be shared with only friends and not with family members. In several such cases, the images are shared 

unnecessarily with people whom the user is not willing to share the photo. Thus the images shared using content sharing social 

websites is led to privacy violations and unnecessary disclosure [1], [2]. Further, even the collective information regarding the 

shared content owner and the subjects of the shared contents can be collected by the user [1], [2], [3]. These collected 

information leads to unnecessary exposure of the image owner’s profile and social surrounding further leading to those personal 

information abuses. Thus most of the content sharing social websites allows the users themselves enter and set their preferred 

privacy settings. But recent studies unfortunately, proved that generally users are facing difficulty in explicitly entering and 

maintaining those privacy settings [4], [5], [6], [7]. The reason behind this is because the shared images are enormous in number 

and thus setting explicit privacy settings each time is error prone and tiresome. Therefore it is a major necessity to develop 

privacy policy predicting systems that recommends and assists the users in configuring their privacy settings efficiently and 

easily [6], [8], [9], [10]. The existing systems that automatically predicts preferred privacy settings are currently insufficient in 

order to maintain and manage the exclusive needs of privacy in images [1], [11], [12] because of the content sensitive 

information  present inside the image implicitly and environmental surrounding where the images are shown. This project, of an 

Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction system also called as A3P system is developed for providing the users with efficient privacy 

settings by generating privacy policies automatically. 

The developed Adaptive privacy policy prediction system is built in with two major blocks called A3P Core and A3P Social. 

The A3P Core block makes analyses on every user and their shared images along with its metadata. The A3P Social block 

provides social perception of privacy policy recommendations with betterment based on user’s social groups. The interactions 

among the A3P Core and A3P Social are developed for balancing the advantaged of personal characteristics and social 

community recommendations.   

The privacy policy predictions of the user uploaded images are influences mainly based on the following criteria in this A3P 

system. 
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 Personal Characteristics and Social Environment 

The user’s social contexts like user’s profile data and relationships with other users provide helpful information in generating the 

privacy policy preferences for each user. Consider an example where an user has interest in the field of photography would like 

to upload photos related to photography and photographers. Some users will have plenty of family members in the social 

contacts and thus would want to share family event related photos with them. However, it will be too simple and inefficient if we 

have privacy policies in common with several users because not all user’s privacy preferences are satisfied individually. In the 

present world users have different opinions significantly even over the images of the same type. For example, a person with 

flexible privacy preferences would like to share their private images with everybody whereas a person with conservative privacy 

preferences would like to share their private images only with their family members. Thus this project deals in developing a 

system that works as an balancing point among the influence of individual characteristics of the users and  social environment for  

predicting the policies relevant to that of the user’s needs. Sometimes user’s attitude over the images changes as the times passes. 

Thus it is necessary for considering those opinion changes in generating the system that recommends the privacy policies. 

 Metadata and Image Content 

This project demonstrates both the highest accuracy and efficiency of the privacy prediction generated in the A3P system. In this 

project, I present an innovative A3P version which comprises of Level 1 and Level 2 prediction having an efficient privacy 

policy prediction generated by the A3P Core and an improved extended privacy prediction generated based on social contents by 

the A3P Social respectively. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Several surveys has been made related to this project because the concepts are associated with the configuration of privacy 

settings and analysis made on images based on privacy through online present in the recommended systems, social networking 

sites, etc. 

 Social Circles 

The ideology of developing privacy settings called Social Circles [13] was developed by A.Kapadia, P.P.Tsang, C.K.Gardiner, 

and F.Adu-Oppong. Social Circles provided a mechanism based in web for protecting the user’s personal information. This 

technique is also called as Social Circles Finder. The friend lists are generated automatically by the technique. Each person’s 

social circles are analyzed by this technique and the strength of their relationships is identified. As a result, meaningful 

classification of friends is provided by the Social Circles inorder to set the privacy policies. Although the application identifies 

the user’s social circles, they are not shown to the users. Then the users are asked few questions if they are willing to share their 

personal information. Depending on the user’s answers to the questions their social circles are shown and the user’s visual graphs 

are generated by this application. 

 Pviz 

Pviz [9] is a system developed by K. LeFevre, A. Mazzia and group. PViz is an interface which corresponds how privacy 

policies and users model groups are applied on the networks directly. It is possible for the users to recognize the profile’s 

visibility based on the sub groups of friends that are constructed automatically at various granularity levels. Group labels are 

produced for the users to distinguish and identify the automatically generated sub groups effectively. The tools of the PViz 

systems are placed with a graphical display showing the social networks of the user. In this display each node denotes the 

semantically significant individual friends, user’s sub-group or community. While interpreting the PViz’s privacy settings, the 

node’s color is observed and ranges from 0% to 100% denoting light visibility to dark visibility which is then allocated 

depending on the privacy choices of the users for the chosen profile item. The features of zoon in and zoom out are also provided 

by PViz including the capability of viewing the privacy settings and communities at various granularity levels.  

 Privacy Suites 

J. Bonneau, J. Anderson, and L. Church developed a model called Privacy Suites [8] that makes it possible for the users choose 

the privacy setting suites easily. According to this model, a group of experts creates this privacy suite with the help of privacy 

programming techniques. It is also possible to create these Privacy Suites directly with the previously existing user interface 

configurations or also when they are exported to the required format of the abstract. These privacy suites are spread to the social 

website members through the distribution channels. The main disadvantage and the problem of these privacy suites is that the use 

of rich and complex programming languages makes it difficult for the end users to understand. It is possible for motivated users 

to verify the Privacy suites only if they have adequate practice with high level language coding techniques. The major goal of 

privacy suites is to provide transparency which is the basic necessity needed to convince the users that this system is safe for 

using. 
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 Tag You Can See It 

P. Klemperer and his group introduced an innovative system called Tag You Can See It [3]. According to this system, the social 

networking websites provides data access control based on tag. The various policies of access control are created by the 

management tags. Those tags comprises of the user’s captions and keyword description that are added together with the uploaded 

photos. They help the users in the creation and maintenance of the access policies that are fine grained in a much better way. An 

access grid of the photo being mapped with friend’s participants is integrated with each photo is made. Appropriate preferences 

can be selected by the participants and then the information can be accessed. The tags of the photos are classified based on user 

necessities as either communicative or organizational.  

Either one of the following options takes place in this system (a) the tags that are created based on the purpose on 

organizational are reused for creating the access control rules  reasonably and efficiently. (b) Logical strategies are developed 

leading to the more accurate results than with those related to the organizational tags by the user’s tagging. (c) Access control 

based on the tags are understood and engaged by the participants.  

Three individual tasks based on tagging are performed by the participants who are as follows. The 1st task focuses on the 

organizational tagging completely and it helps the users in searching and organizing their photos. The 2nd and 3rd task focuses 

over the organizational tagging along with providing access control tagging. Insight is provided by these tasks to the tagging 

strategies and behaviors of the participant. The tags that were created by those tasks are also used in the creation of the access 

control rules generated by the machine. 

Although this system is advantageous there are also few limitations which are as follows. (a) The results of this system are 

limited to the users who are engaged and whose photos are uploaded. (2) The access control rules that are generated by the 

machine kn/malso have a list of limitations. The contents of the tags have no access to the algorithm used. Thus few rules are 

resulted as weird or random to the participants which in turn drives them as public and private in the tags based on policies 

explicitly.  

 SheepDog 

H.M.Chen, Chang, Tien and group a model called SheepDog [14]. According to this system photos are added automatically 

inside the relevant groups along with appropriate tags. This concept is generally used in Flickr. The photo’s concepts are 

detected and investigated according to the issues of training the data collected. There are two mechanisms which are used for 

investigating the detected concept’s performance. In SheepDog, the users are capable of uploading either one or more images. 

The photos are given the appropriate tags either automatically or manually by the users. Trustworthy data is collected for every 

concept from various web searches according to the following two mechanisms called group level searches and photo level 

searches. According to the search made at the photo level, training photos are collected on a particular concept and the name of 

the concept is directly used for searching using tags. According to the group-level search, name of the concept is used for 

searching data on a particular topic.  

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
Fig. 1: System Design 

The A3P system block level diagram is depicted in Fig 1. There are four major blocks that perform the recommendation of 

privacy setting that are shown in the diagram. It is necessary for the users using this system to upload their images and the 

category in which they prefer the image to be uploaded. The A3P Core performs privacy prediction based on user’s own 

information. The A3P Social performs the privacy prediction based on user’s social group information. This results in the best 

privacy policy prediction. All the data and information of this A3P system is stored in the database. These mechanisms are 

explained detailed in the next section dealing with the complete architecture of the A3P system. 
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 A3P Architecture 

 
Fig. 2: A3P Architecture 

The A3P architecture diagram is shown in the Fig 2. This A3P system comprises of major two components or levels:  

 Level 1 - A3P Core  

 Level 2 - A3P Social  

 A3P Core 

The image that is uploaded will be given as an input to the A3P Core. The decision of whether the A3P Social to be invoked or 

not is A3P Core which performs the classification of the images. Generally the privacy policies are predicted by the A3P Core 

depending on the user information like user’s previous history, profile information, metadata, image tags, etc. A3P Core is 

further divided into two components:  

 Image Classification   

The images uploaded by the users are divided based on the image category and the image metadata. There are four image 

categories that is an input of the user along with the uploaded images. The categories are named as Birthday, Events, trips and 

Personal. These categories are classified in these broad categories such that all the images uploaded by the users come under any 

of these categories. Another input entered in this system is the time expiry. The users are asked to enter the date until which the 

image is to be open to the audience.    

 Adaptive Policy Prediction  

The privacy prediction policies are generated based on each of category entered by the user. The best suitable policy is generated 

to the user. The users are given the choice to either choose that predicted policy or enter his own altered policy. 

 A3P Social 

A3P Social is invoked if either one of these cases are true  

 When there is no data about the user that is required for the prediction  

 When the user’s previous history is deleted or lost.  

Thus when A3P Social is called the information required for prediction is fetched from the user’s social contacts who possess 

similar background information same as that of the user. The social contacts with analogous privacy and content preferences are 

grouped together. These social groups are constantly monitored by the A3P Social. The A3P Social recognizes the user’s 

appropriate social group and automatically sends the relevant data required for the generation of privacy policies. The resulted 

privacy policy is shown to the user. It is left to the user to either use that prediction or enter preference of their own. The selected 

policies are stored inside the database repository for further use and future prediction of an image of similar type. 
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 Module Design 

 Social Network Setup 

In this module we create a social network application with users as vertices and connections among users as edges. This 

application uses latest frameworks such as spring and hibernates to excel with the top notch technologies in web domain. Unlike 

other social networking sites, we propose user access prediction system in our networking site. Users may sign up to the 

application and sign in to use functionalities of the application.  User may enter their profile details and upload their picture to 

the server.  

 Search & Connection 

Legitimate users may search for other users using Ajax suggested search field and visit their profile. User may send friend 

request to others by clicking send friend request. Other user when logs in, find no. of friend requests received link. After clicking 

on it they may approve other user to be in their network chain. At this point they need to specify the privilege to be assigned to 

them. Once connected, both approver and sender can get access rights to view other’s album pictures as per the approved 

privilege. While uploading album photos user may assign privilege right to access the pictures. 

 Album & Categories 

We allow users to upload images in various album categories. Users with many family members in their social contacts list is 

generally expected to share family event related photos. Thus if common policies are used to all users, it might not convince 

preferences individually. It is possible for the users to have considerably several dissimilar opinions over the images of similar 

type. In this project, the images are categorized into four types namely birthday, events, trips and personal. The images are 

uploaded and shared accordingly. 

 Privileges & Authentication 

The users are given the rights to express their preferences in privacy policies which deals on the contents they wish to disclose to 

the audience. Thus an approach based on hierarchical mining is developed in order to generate the policies. This system 

influences the mining concepts based on the association rules for discovering the most efficient patterns that results in generating 

best policies.  The techniques of policy mining are done with the categories of similar type with new images as it is well known 

that the images under the same category have analogous protection levels of privacy. Following a lively order such that users are 

capable of defining the policies are the fundamental ideology in this hierarchical mining. If an image is uploaded, then it is the 

decision of the user to decide on whom the user wants to give access. Then the user decides on what type of access is to be given 

to those audiences. Later the user enters the expiry date after which the user does not want anybody to have access with that 

uploaded image. 

 Prediction (L1 & L2) 

There are two steps of prediction in this system called Level 1 and Level 2. The Level 1 denotes A3P Core where the user is the 

main source of the prediction to be generated. The Level 2 denotes A3P Social where the user’s social contact list or friends list 

are the main source of the generated prediction. Both these prediction gives efficient results and flexibility to the users. But there 

is a condition under which neither of the prediction levels work. It is when there is no user information and the user has no social 

contacts. Thus in this situation both Level 1 and Level 2 cannot be functional. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The performance evaluation of this project is carried out in accordance with the survey and evaluation done by Smitha 

Sundareswaran and group in their paper [15]. Two kinds of experiments were carried out along with the collected data sets. The 

two experiments are as follows: 

 Survey based Analysis  

The data collection is carried out in this Survey based analysis. There are two data sets that are collected from specific policies of 

the user. These gathered data sets are used in the following evaluation. 

 Direct User Evaluation 

Several users who use social networking websites for sharing contents were invited to try using the developed A3P 

recommendation system. Gaining the acceptability of the A3P system from the users are the major goals of this direct user 

evaluation experiment. It is checked if the users consider these automatically generated prediction to be useful and satisfying all 

their preferences and requirements. First the users were asked to enter their privacy policies over the uploaded images. Then the 

users were asked to enter their privacy preferences over group of images or albums.  Then the A3P prediction system is used and 

privacy predictions are carried out automatically and shown to the users. The users were offered two choices. One is to utilize the 

predicted results. Second is to neglect it alter their preferences. The data sets collected in the previous survey is used for these 

tests to be carried out in the first round. Thus the accuracy of this system is evaluated. . 
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 Performance of Level 1 Prediction 

 
Fig. 3: Performance of Level 1 Prediction 

This section makes a comparison of an alternative prediction technique with the A3P prediction developed in this project. Thus a 

sample set is made with a tiny set of images in order to fetch the baseline setting. Every user’s image uses these baseline settings. 

Then the comparison is made with the A3P with the baseline settings. Content + Mining is the 1st variant that is used in policy 

mining algorithm and classification of image based on content. Tag + Mining is the 2nd variant that is used in policy mining 

algorithm and classification of image based on tags. The Fig. 6.1 depicts the percentage of policies that are predicted into 

policies of four major sets.  When the policy that is predicted is identical to that of the original policy, then it is called Exact 

Match. When there are x components in the real policy and predicted policy then it is called x-component Match. When all the 

components have wrong predicted match then it is called No match. Accordingly the privacy prediction in A3P core is 

contributed by all these components. Thus A3P Core provides an efficient result comprising of 0% no match and 90% exact 

matches. 

 Performance of Level 2 Prediction 

The level 2 prediction is carried out based on the data set collected for the Level 1 prediction. A3P Social predicts the privacy 

policies for every user based on the user’s social contacts and not with user’s social contents. Thus A3P-Social achieves accuracy 

of 95% which is higher than the accuracy achieved by A3P Core. A comparison of A3P Social is made with two famous 

prediction techniques [16] which are as follows: 

 Cosine similarity 

A Scan is made on all the user profiles by the Cosine similarity algorithm with its vectors denoting the attributes of users which 

specify the user’s social contents. Then Cosine similarity is computed among the existing users and new users. Thus the top users 

having the maximum similarity are found. In comparison with Cosine similarity, A3P Social gives an accuracy of 82.56 %.  

 Pearsons similarity  

Pearsons similarity is made to test the similarity depending on the users rating over the privacy preferences of their own. Pearson 

similarity is used in finding the users similar to the original user. In comparison with Pearsons similarity, A3P Social gives an 

accuracy of 81.4 %. 

Thus A3P Social proves to have greater efficiency than other methods. But A3P Social cannot be used without the functioning 

of A3P Core. A3P Social also has more complexities when compared to A3P Core. Yet both A3P Core and A3P Social 

contribute to the best prediction of privacy policies thus making A3P system efficient and reliable.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

This project deals with developing the best automated privacy policy recommendation system called A3P system denoting 

Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction. This makes it possible for the users to upload and share images with highest security and 

privacy. The privacy policies are generated very quickly and also efficiently. The two levels of prediction provide the users with 

the best policy generated using the user’s information in an effective manner. The experiments carried out on the A3P system 

also proves to be most practical tool that provides high level privacy. 

Further, the future enhancements can be made on this project like expanding this A3P system for a wider category of images 

and produce prediction policies of higher accuracy.  Even the sub groups in the user’s social contacts can be categorized more 

specifically. A3P system can be made more efficient and reliable if images of different formats can be uploaded and also sharing 

video contents can be possible in the future work. 
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